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Keith Hearne’s Work on Lucid Dreaming 

 

Keith Hearne, Ph.D. 

Bransholme, Hull, North Humberside, England 

  

Many hundreds of people in the U.S. and other countries have written to me asking about 

my research into lucid dreaming, so let me summarize it thus. My initial knowledge of 

the phenomenon came from reading Celia Green’s little book “Lucid Dreams,”1 and van 

Eeden’a paper2 given to the Society for Psychical Research, in 1913. Having completed 

some research into the modification of evoked—responses by visual imagery,3’4 my 

thoughts turned to the question of whether a suitable channel of communication could be 

established between a lucid dreamer and the outside world, so permitting the dream to be 

studied ‘from within’ for the first time. A method using ocular signaling, which 

circumvented the general bodily atonia of REM sleep, was found to work beautifully with 

a subject on the morning of 12 April 1975 at 8.07 in the Department of Psychology at 

Hull University. That break—through enabled me to define the basic characteristics of 

lucid dreams in a 3-year study for a Ph.D.5’6’7’8’9~10~11 after transferring to Liverpool 

University. The thesis5 was lodged in May 1978, and copies are obtainable from the 

Librarian. 

  

Essentially, that early research found: that the lucid dreams were indeed genuine dreams 

occurring in Stage REM sleep, and not some form of waking imagery (although I think 

some may be); that they had a duration of several minutes and usually happened towards 

the end of the sleep period — on average some 24 minutes after the start of a REM 

period; that a pre—lucid REM burst, averaging 22 seconds, invariably preceded lucidity 

— indicating perhaps prior cortical stimulation; that the quality of sleep on lucid dream 

nights was no different from control nights; that the emotional level in the dream might 

be pre—determined; that the reported events corresponded closely with information 

signaled from within the dream (it had never been certain how far one could trust dream 

reports). Further items of research conducted at that time included a simulating control 

study — in which subjects attempted (unsuccessfully) to produce similar eye signals by 

cheating; questionnaire data; personality and intellectual capacity in relation to lucid 

dreaming; lucidity—induction methods; and description of various devices. 

  

By the way, I was greatly encouraged in my research by Allan Rechtschaffen of Chicago 

University, with whom I corresponded and sent my early results to in 1975. 

The early work was inefficient because I had no idea when a subject would have a lucid 

dream — in one study, only eight lucid dreams were monitored out of 45 nights of 

continuous polygraphic monitoring. This problem caused me to ponder on the possibility 

of artificially inducing lucidity in subjects. Some form of external stimulation seemed a 

likely technique for producing an internal perception within the dream which might 

trigger lucidity by acting as a cue. To make an automated unit, some form of dream 

detector would also be required. Much effort went into developing both aspects of the 
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‘dream—machine.’ All sorts of stimulation methods were tried, including sound stimuli, 

sprinkled—water, pungent odours, etc., however, a method of electrical stimulation to the 

median nerve at the wrist was found to be effective. Different methods of dream 

detection were investigated. The first technique was to monitor REMs but this electrode 

system proved to be unsatisfactory in operation. Eventually, the method of using a nasal 

thermistor was chosen — providing an artefact—free method of monitoring the 

respiratory rate differences between SWS and REM sleep. That device was patented, but 

another patent covers many other ways of detecting dreaming sleep (including 

monitoring penile. erection!) and forms of stimulation. In a sleep—lab study the 

technique was found to induce lucidity in half the twelve subjects, in just one night 

each.12 Another function of the ‘dream—machine’ is its ability to wake (using an audible 

tone) the user from REM sleep, so increasing the amount of dream recall. That option 

might be useful for ‘dream interpretation’ groups Nightmare sufferers13 and sleep—

paralysis sufferers’4 could also use it to good effect. In connection with a TV programme 

here recently, the device induced lucidity in about one third of the users. One person 

entered the lucid state three times on one night. Hopefully, the units will become 

available in the U.S. later this year. (By the way, the unit which a student at Newcastle 

used — see last ‘Lucidity Letter’ — is not one that I have tested, and it lacks certain new 

elements.) 

  

Another discovery I made was that the respiratory rate could be altered voluntarily in the 

lucid state. That gave rise to a further invention15 — a unit which enables the lucid 

dreamer to participate in a dream—telepathy experiment. On becoming aware of 

dreaming, the subject makes a sequence of rapid breaths (detected by a simple nasal 

thermistor) which triggers an automatic telephone—dialing device. The other person in 

the experiment is thus contacted and can attempt to send or receive telepathic information 

-if such a thing is possible. The dreamer’s accounts are compared with the ‘target’ 

information. The dream state has long been considered to be conducive to telepathy, and 

lucid dreams are particularly useful for research in this area because the dreaming 

subjects knows full well that he or she is taking part in an experiment and can concentrate 

on the task. The apparatus has been tested and found to work satisfactorily. 

  

Over the years I have heard and read many dream accounts. I began to notice that the 

inability to switch on an electric light in the dream (lucid or ordinary) scenery was 

mentioned quite a lot. I therefore gave the task to eight lucid dreamers.16 All reported 

back in isolation so as not to bias the reports. Six subjects found that the light would not 

work properly, one person could not find a switch, and the lights did switch on for one 

person — however that was just after she had ‘covered her eyes’ in the dream and so 

abolished the imagery. It would seem that perhaps there is a ‘ceiling limit’ on visual 

imagery—brightness and that an attempt, using dream control, to exceed that limit has to 

be dealt with (by the central dream—directing process) by rationalized avoidance of the 

intended situation. A follow—up study17 found similar results, but one subject reported 

switching on a light with no prior decrease in brightness level. Conceivably, on those 
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odd occasions when it does work, (see also Tart’s report, last issue the event might 

correspond with spontaneous phasic activity which might at that moment increase the 

ceiling limit. Clearly, further research is required here. I have a feeling that the ‘light—

switch phenomenon’ might also be observed in waking imagery, usinig good visualizers. 

They must of course be naive subjects. The second study also indicated that the various 

imaging modalities may be loosely linked in dreams and that ‘substitution’ of imagery 

may occur in other modalities. The forms may have different priority of effect over others 

at any one time. Schools of dream ‘interpretation’ have failed to consider the possibility 

that there might be natural, limitations in dreams, therefore many ‘analyses’ could have 

been highly erroneous. On ‘closing’ or ‘covering’ their eyes in the lucid dream state, all 

six respondents reported that a scene shift occurred. In two cases, a re—run of the dream 

happened. Oneironauts9 need to learn about these techniques in order to make the most of 

their lucid dreams. 

  

In response to a questionnaire about lucid dreams printed in a British national newspaper 

in 1980, much information was acquired.18 

  

Lucid dreams are without doubt an important new avenue of research because apart from 

insights into the dreaming process that we are sure to discover, I think we shall be able to 

learn something about consciousness itself. The ‘switching on’ of consciousness, in the 

unchanging physiological state of REM, sleep can be sudden. A study of the brain’s 

activity at that moment could be most rewarding. In addition to such knowledge, the 

induction of lucidity by suggestion or electronic techniques could open up a limitless 

‘inner universe’ of experience to many people, and the undoubted creativity aspect of 

dreaming sleep could be harnessed so that man may research new heights of artistic and 

scientific invention. 
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